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Free vs. locally free Kleinian groups
By Pekka Pankka at Jyväskylä and Juan Souto at Rennes

Abstract. We prove that Kleinian groups whose limit sets are Cantor sets of Hausdorff
dimension < 1 are free. On the other hand we construct for any " > 0 an example of a non-
free purely hyperbolic Kleinian group whose limit set is a Cantor set of Hausdorff dimension
< 1C ".

1. Introduction

In this paper we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 1.1. Let � � IsomC.Hn/ be a discrete, torsion free, and non-elementary
group of orientation preserving isometries of Hn. If the limit set ƒ� � Sn�1 has Hausdorff
dimension dimH .ƒ�/ < 1, then � is a free group.

Recall that a discrete subgroup of isometries of the hyperbolic space Hn is elementary if
it contains an abelian subgroup of finite index. The limit setƒ� � Sn�1 D à1Hn of a discrete
non-elementary subgroup � of IsomC.Hn/ is the set of accumulation points of the orbit �x
of some – and hence any – point x 2 Hn. We refer to [5, 10] for basic facts and definitions
on hyperbolic space and its isometries, and to [9, 13] for a discussion of the relation of the
Hausdorff dimension dimH .ƒ�/ of the limit set ƒ� to other classical invariants such as the
critical exponent ı� of the group � .

Limit sets are perfect which implies, under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, that ƒ� is
a Cantor set. Also, since the critical exponent ı� bounds the Hausdorff dimension dimH .ƒ�/

from below, the group � in Theorem 1.1 does not contain free abelian groups of higher rank.
Taking into account these two facts, we have that Theorem 1.1 follows, in the finitely generated
case, from the following classical result of Kulkarni [8] (see also [6] for a proof):

Theorem (Kulkarni). Every finitely generated discrete torsion free subgroup � of
IsomC.Hn/ whose limit set ƒ� is a Cantor set is the free product of elementary subgroups
� D P1 � � � � � Pk . In particular, if the maximal abelian subgroups of � are cyclic, � is free.
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150 Pankka and Souto, Free vs. locally free Kleinian groups

Remark. The decomposition provided by Kulkarni’s theorem has the property that
parabolic subgroups of � can be conjugated into the factors Pi . In particular, � splits as a free
product relative to its parabolic subgroups.

Since Theorem 1.1 is, for finitely generated groups, a direct consequence of Kulkarni’s
theorem, it is perhaps natural to wonder if this stronger result remains true in the generality of
Theorem 1.1, i.e. for possibly infinitely generated groups. That this is not the case is basically
the content of our second theorem:

Theorem 1.2. For each " > 0 there is a discrete purely hyperbolic subgroup � of
IsomC.H3/ which is not free but whose limit set ƒ� is a Cantor set with Hausdorff dimen-
sion dimH .ƒ�/ � 1C ".

Remark. Note at this point that it follows from Kulkarni’s theorem that any discrete
torsion free subgroup of IsomC.Hn/ whose maximal abelian groups are cyclic, and whose
limit set is a Cantor set, is locally free, meaning that every finitely generated subgroup is free.
This applies in particular to the groups considered in Theorem 1.1 as well as to those provided
by Theorem 1.2 and explains the title of this paper.

It follows from Theorem 1.2 that the proof of Theorem 1.1 cannot be purely topological
because it does not suffice to know that the limit set is a Cantor set, or even a tame Cantor set –
every Cantor set in S2 is tame. The main geometric ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is
a result of Besson, Courtois and Gallot [1] which implies that, for � as in the statement, there
is a self-map Hn=� ! Hn=� which decreases the 2-dimensional Hausdorff measure of sets
in Hn=� . The existence of this map has already been used in a similar setting by Kapovich [7],
who showed that non-elementary and torsion free groups � � IsomC.Hn/ with critical expo-
nent ı� have homological dimension hdim.�/ � 1C ı� . In our setting this implies that the
group � in Theorem 1.1 has homological dimension 1. This is however not enough to prove
that � in Theorem 1.1 is free because all locally free groups, for example those constructed to
prove Theorem 1.2, have homological dimension 1.

Theorem 1.1 follows easily by constructing a free basis for � once we establish the
following fact: If H � G are finitely generated subgroups of � with G filled by H , then G is
generated by elements in � which translate a fixed base point in Hn by less than some constant
depending only onH and � (see Proposition 3.1 for the precise statement). This will be proved
basically as follows.

We use the Besson–Courtois–Gallot map to find a 2-dimensional complex XG � Hn=G

with �1.XG/ D G, whose area is bounded from above independently of G and which solves
a certain Dirichlet problem. Together with the assumption thatH fills G, this implies that balls
in XG centered at points in the thick part of Hn=G contain definite amount of area. At this
point we can use the standard strategy to show that a global area upper bound together with
a lower bound for the area of small balls implies an upper bound on the diameter, and hence on
the length of those elements needed to generate the fundamental group �1.XG/ D G.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss an algebraic condition
ensuring the existence of a free basis for a locally free group. In Section 3 we transform
this algebraic condition to Proposition 3.1 mentioned above. Then, in Section 4, we discuss
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Pankka and Souto, Free vs. locally free Kleinian groups 151

the Besson–Courtois–Gallot map and the existence of complexes XG . The proof of Proposi-
tion 3.1 is then finished in Section 5. The example proving Theorem 1.2 is given in the final
section.

Acknowledgement. The present paper was written during several visits to Rennes and
Jyväskylä. Authors thank each others institutions for hospitality. We would also like to thank
the referee for very useful comments.

2. Algebraic considerations

In this section we discuss the algebraic components of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Our
main tool is some basic Bass–Serre theory and we assume a certain familiarity with such
concepts as the fundamental group �1.G / of a graph of groups G , the relation between rep-
resentations of a given group G as the fundamental group of graphs of groups, and actions of
G on simplicial trees. We just recall some terminology. A group G splits as a free product if
it is the fundamental group of an essential graph of groups where one of the edge groups is
trivial. Here essential means that there is no vertex of degree 1 for which the inclusion of the
edge group into the vertex group is an isomorphism. Equivalently, the associated Bass–Serre
tree does not have vertices of valence 1. A free splitting of a group G is a free splitting relative
to a collection ¹Hiº of subgroups of G if each Hi is conjugated to a subgroup in one of the
vertex groups. Equivalently, G splits as a free product relative to ¹Hiº if and only if there is
a simplicial tree T without vertices of valence 1 and a minimal action G Õ T such that some
edge stablizer is trivial and such that each Hi has a global fixed point in T . We will be mostly
interested in groups G which do not split as a free product relative to a subgroup H ; in this
case we will say that H fills G. We refer to [11] for details on the Bass–Serre theory.

2.1. Detecting free groups. As mentioned in the introduction, we will be mostly inter-
ested in locally free groups, meaning groups all of whose finitely generated subgroups are free.
In this section we discuss a criterium ensuring that certain locally free groups are actually free.

Proposition 2.1. Let � be a countable locally free group and suppose that for every
finitely generated subgroup H � � the following condition is satisfied:

(�) Any increasing sequence G1 � G2 � G3 � � � � of finitely generated subgroups of �
which are filled by H stabilizes.

Then � is free.

The first step of the proof of Proposition 2.1 is the following well-known fact, which we
prove for the convenience of the reader.

Lemma 2.2. If F is a finitely generated free group and A � F is a subgroup, then there
is a unique free factor coreA.F/ of F with A � coreA.F/ and such that A fills coreA.F/.

Proof. We order the set of free factors of the finitely generated free group F by inclusion
and note that any descending sequence stabilizes by Grushko’s theorem. It follows that any
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152 Pankka and Souto, Free vs. locally free Kleinian groups

subgroup A fills some free factor NA of F . Suppose that NA and NA0 are free factors of F filled
by A and let B be such that F D NA0 � B . The action of A on the Bass–Serre tree associated to
NA0 � B has a global fixed point because A � NA0. Hence so does the action of NA because NA is

filled by A. It follows that NA � NA0. Arguing symmetrically we obtain the opposite inclusion,
proving hence that NA D NA0, as we needed to show.

Supposing now that � is locally free, and fixing a finitely generated subgroup H � � ,
let F .H/ be the set of all finitely generated subgroups of � which contain H ; note that each
element of F .H/ is a finitely generated free group. We order F .H/ by inclusion and note that
F .H/ is a directed set, meaning that any two elements have a common upper bound – take the
subgroup generated by both subgroups. Let also K.H/ be the subset of F .H/ consisting of
finitely generated subgroups of � filled byH . Note thatH 2K.H/, meaning that K.H/ ¤ ;.

We consider the map

(2.1) coreH WF .H/!K.H/; G 7! coreH .G/;

where coreH .G/ is as in Lemma 2.2. The argument used to prove Lemma 2.2 shows that the
map coreH . � / is order preserving, that is,

(2.2) G � K H) coreH .G/ � coreH .K/:

Moreover, the very definitions of coreH .G/ and K.H/ imply

(2.3) coreH .G/ D G for all G 2K.H/:

In particular,

(2.4) coreH .coreH .G// D coreH .G/

for every G 2 F .H/.
Having these observations at our disposal, we are now ready to prove Proposition 2.1.

Proof of Proposition 2.1. Since the set F .H/ of all finitely generated subgroups of �
containingH is a directed system, it follows from (�) and equations (2.2) and (2.4) that the set
K.H/, the image of the map coreH . � /, has a unique maximal element which we will denote
from now on by core.H/. Note that we have core.H/ D coreH .G/ for each finitely generated
subgroup G � � containing core.H/. In particular, core.H/ is a free factor of any finitely
generated subgroup G of � with core.H/ � G.

To prove Proposition 2.1 we will construct inductively a certain a filtration

G1 � G2 � G3 � � � �

of � . Enumerate the elements of � as g0 D Id; g1; g2; : : : and set G0 D Id. Supposing that we
have already constructed Gi , set

GiC1 D core.hGi ; giC1i/:

SinceGiC1 containsGi D core.hGi�1; gi i/, it follows thatGi is a free factor ofGiC1 for all i .
We can hence construct a free basis of the group

S1
iD1Gi as follows: take a free basis of G1,
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Pankka and Souto, Free vs. locally free Kleinian groups 153

extend it to a free basis ofG2 using thatG1 is a free factor ofG2, extend it to a free basis ofG3
using that G2 is a free factor of G3, etc. The existence of this free basis proves that

S1
iD1Gi

is a free subgroup of � . However, since gi 2 Gi for all i , we have � D
S
i Gi . This concludes

the proof of Proposition 2.1

Before moving on observe that to obtain the desired conclusion in Proposition 2.1 it
suffices to prove that (�) holds for subgroups H which contain a non-abelian free group.

2.2. A topological lemma. We will be constantly working with simplicial complexes –
we recall some terminology. Following [3] we will say that a simplicial complex X is called
admissible if (1) X equals the closure of the maximal dimensional simplices and (2) the codi-
mension 2 skeleton does not locally separate X . Unless we mention it explicitly, all complexes
will be assumed to be admissible.

Under a subcomplex Z of a simplicial complex X we understand a closed subset which
with respect to some simplicial structure on X is a union of simplices. The interior and bound-
ary of a subcomplex are its interior and boundary in the usual sense of the pointset topology.
We denote the boundary of a subcomplex Z by àZ and say that it is collared if X contains
a subcomplex U whose interior contains àZ and such that the inclusion àZ ,! U admits
a left-inverse U ! àZ with respect to which U becomes an interval bundle over àZ. If
Z � X is a subcomplex and � 2 Z is a base point, we denote by Œ�1.Z;�/! �1.X;�/� the
image of the homomorphism �1.Z;�/! �1.X;�/ induced by the inclusion. As so often,
we will drop the reference to the base point, hoping that no confusion arises. In particular,
Œ�1.Z/! �1.X/� D Id just means that every loop in Z is homotopically trivial in X .

Lemma 2.3. Let X be a connected 2-dimensional admissible simplicial complex, let
Y � X be a connected subcomplex with Œ�1.Y /! �1.X/� ¤ Id, and suppose that �1.X/
does not split relative to Œ�1.Y /! �1.X/�. Suppose in addition that Z � X n Y is a con-
nected subcomplex with dense interior, with collared boundary, and with

Œ�1.Z/! �1.X/� D Id :

Then there is a connected subcomplex OZ � X with dense interior, with Y \ OZ D ;, Z � OZ,

Œ�1. OZ/! �1.X/� D Id;

and such that à OZ is a connected component of àZ.

The statement of Lemma 2.3 is rather technical. Heuristically, it states that, while keeping
the other properties, it is possible to replace the subcomplex Z with a larger subcomplex OZ
having a connected boundary.

Proof. Let U be the connected component of X nZ containing Y and let OZ D X n U
be its complement – note that OZ is connected. The subcomplex OZ has dense interior, con-
tains Z, is disjoint of Y and its boundary is contained in àZ. Moreover, Seifert–van Kampen
yields a graph of groups decomposition of �1.X/ with vertex groups Œ�1.U /! �1.X/� and
Œ�1. OZ/! �1.X/� and whose edge groups are the groups Œ�1.†/! �1.X/�, where † ranges
over the connected components of à OZ. The assumption Œ�1.Z/! �1.X/� D Id implies that
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154 Pankka and Souto, Free vs. locally free Kleinian groups

the edge groups are trivial. Thus we have a graph of groups decomposition with trivial edge
groups, with two vertex groups Œ�1.U /! �1.X/� and Œ�1. OZ/! �1.X/�, and with an edge
connecting those two vertices for each connected component of à OZ. However, since Y � U ,
it follows from the assumption that �1.X/ does not split relative to the non-trivial subgroup
Œ�1.Y /! �1.X/�, that this graph of groups must be trivial, meaning that

Œ�1. OZ/! �1.X/� D Id

and that there is a single edge. This implies that à OZ is connected, as we needed to prove.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

The next two sections are devoted to the proof of the following claim:

Proposition 3.1. Let � � IsomC.Hn/ be as in Theorem 1.1, H � � a finitely gener-
ated non-elementary subgroup and � 2 Hn a base point. Then there is a constant d > 0 such
that each finitely generated intermediate subgroup H � G � � filled by H is generated by
elements g 2 � satisfying dHn.�; g�/ � d .

Remark. The chosen base point � 2 Hn determines, for every torsion free subgroup
G � IsomC.Hn/, a base point in MG D Hn=G which we still denote by �. Using this base
point we obtain an identification between G and �1.MG ;�/. From now on we assume that
each base point in an appearing hyperbolic manifold is the projection of the point � chosen in
Proposition 3.1.

Assuming Proposition 3.1, we prove Theorem 1.1:

Theorem 1.1. Let � � IsomC.Hn/ be a discrete, torsion free, and non-elementary
group of orientation preserving isometries of Hn. If the limit set ƒ� � Sn�1 has Hausdorff
dimension dimH .ƒ�/ < 1, then � is a free group.

Proof. Let � � IsomC.Hn/ be as in the statement and recall that, as mentioned in the
introduction, � is locally free. To prove that � is actually free we will use the criterium in
Proposition 2.1. Suppose thus thatH � � is a finitely generated non-elementary subgroup and
let

H � G1 � G2 � � � �

be further finitely generated subgroups filled byH . By Proposition 3.1 we know that eachGi is
generated by elements which translate the base point � at most a uniformly bounded amount d .
Since the discrete group � contains only finitely many elements with dHn.�; g�/ � d , it fol-
lows that the sequence stabilizes, as we needed to prove.

4. Small area extensions

In this section we suppose the notation of the previous section and we fix an isomorphism
betweenH and the fundamental group of a graph Y – this is possible because � is locally free.
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(?) � � IsomCHn is a subgroup as in the statement of Theorem 1.1,H � � a non-elemen-
tary finitely generated subgroup, Y a finite connected graph, � 2 Y a base point, and
�H W .Y;�/! .M� ;�/ a �1-injective piecewise smooth embedding with

�H� .�1.Y;�// D H:

With notation as in (?), suppose that G � � is a finitely generated subgroup contain-
ing H . Under an extension of �H to G we understand a connected admissible 2-dimensional
simplicial complex XG containing Y � Œ�1; 1� � X , together with a �1-injective map

� WXG !M�

satisfying ��.�1.XG ;�// D G and with � jY�¹0º D �H – here we obviously identify Y with
Y � ¹0º. Recall that a complex XG is admissible if 2-simplices are dense in XG and the codi-
mension 2 skeleton does not separate XG locally.

Remark. Each extension � WXG !M� of �H to G lifts uniquely to a map

� W .XG ;�/! .MG ;�/;

which we will not distinguish from the original map.

Taking into account that the group G is free it is easy to construct an extension of �H .
Start by taking a graph Z and a map �Z WZ !M� inducing an isomorphism between �1.Z/
and G, choose a map Y ! Z representing the injection H ! G, let XG be the 2-complex
obtained by gluing Y � Œ�1; 1� to Z via Y � ¹1º D Y ! Z, and extend the maps �H and �Z

to a map � WXG !M� in the correct homotopy class.

Our goal is to prove that, under suitable conditions, there are extensions � WXG !MG

of �H to G which have small area

Area.�/ def
D

Z
�.XG/

j��1.y/j dH2.y/;

where H2 is the Hausdorff 2-measure in the image MG . Besides having small area, we also
want our extension to satisfy a certain convexity property:

Proposition 4.1. With notation as in (?) there exists a constant C > 0 so that for each
finitely generated subgroup G � � containing H there is an extension

� WXG !MG

of �H with Area.�/ < C . Moreover, if B �MG is a convex submanifold and K � XG n Y
is a compact subcomplex with dense interior, whose boundary àK is mapped by � into B ,
i.e. �.àK/ � B , and such that the restriction � jK of � to K is homotopic relative to àK to
a map with values in B , then actually �.K/ � B .

To prove Proposition 4.1 we use first a construction of Besson, Courtois, and Gallot [1] to
prove that there is an extension with uniformly bounded area. Thus solving a Plateau problem
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156 Pankka and Souto, Free vs. locally free Kleinian groups

for mappings XG !MG would yield a desired extension satisfying the convexity property in
Proposition 4.1. However, since it is much simpler and actually sufficient for out purposes, we
will take � rather to be a solution of the Dirichlet problem with respect to some suitably chosen
Riemannian metric on the complex XG .

4.1. Bounded area extensions. With notation as in (?) suppose thatG � � is a finitely
generated group containing H . The limit set ƒG of G has Hausdorff dimension bounded from
above by that of ƒ� :

dimH .ƒG/ � dimH .ƒ�/
def
D � < 1:

Being a finitely generated group whose limit set has Hausdorff dimension less than 1, G is
geometrically finite [6]. In particular, G has critical exponent

ıG D dimH .ƒG/

and there is a G-invariant conformal density of exponent ıG , the Patterson–Sullivan measure
of G (see [14]). A construction of Besson–Courtois–Gallot [1] (see also [12]) shows that the
existence of such a conformal density implies the existence of a smooth map, the so-called
natural map,

F WMG !MG

homotopic to the identity and whose p-Jacobian is bounded everywhere by

(4.1) Jacp F �
�
ıG C 1

p

�p
:

Here the p-Jacobian is the function on the p-Grassmannian of MG which associates to each
p-dimensional subspace V � TxM the absolute value of the determinant of

dFx WV ! dFx.V /:

More formally, if V � TxM is a subspace of dimension p, then Jacp F.V / is the norm of
the wedge product dFx.e1/ ^ � � � ^ dFx.ep/, where e1; : : : ; ep is an orthonormal basis of V .
Armed with the natural map we prove:

Lemma 4.2. There exists a constant C > 0 so that, for each finitely generated sub-
groupG of � containingH , there is an extension � WXG !MG of �H toG with Area.�/ < C .

Proof. We are going to use the natural map F WMG !MG to prove that any arbitrary
extension XG !MG of �H to G is homotopic to a map with the desired properties. To that
end note that (4.1) yields for p D 2 the bound

Jac2 F �
�
ıG C 1

2

�2
�

�
�C 1

2

�2
def
D � < 1;

where, as before, � D dimH .ƒ�/ is the Hausdorff dimension of the limit set of our ambient
group � . In particular, this implies, for any map � WXG !M� of finite area, that

Area.F ı �/ � � � Area.�/:
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Since F is homotopic to the identity and Y is collared in X , we may fix a map

�WY � Œ�1=2; 1=2�!M�

of finite area so that

�jY�¹0º D �
H and �jY�¹˙1=2º D F ı �

H :

Suppose now that � WXG !MG is a piecewise smooth extension of �H to G. We define
� 0WXG !MG by

� 0jXGn.Y�Œ�1;1�/ D .F ı �/jXGn.Y�Œ�1;1�/; � 0jY�Œ�1=2;1=2� D �;

and

� 0.y; t/ D

´
.F ı �/.y; 2t � 1/ if .y; t/ 2 Y � Œ1=2; 1�;

.F ı �/.y; 2t C 1/ if .y; t/ 2 Y � Œ�1;�1=2�:

The map � 0 has area

Area.� 0/ D Area.F ı �/C Area.�/ � � � Area.�/C Area.�/:

In particular, if Area.�/ > 2Area.�/=.1 � �/, we get that

Area.� 0/ �
1C �

2
Area.�/:

Thus, by iterating the application of the map F if necessary, we find an extension N� WXG !MG

of �H to G for which

Area. N�/ <
2Area.�/
1 � �

def
D C;

as we needed to prove.

4.2. Energy minimizers. Continuing with the same notation, suppose that we have an
admissible 2-dimensional complexXG which is moreover endowed with an arbitrary piecewise
smooth Riemannian metric � in the sense of Eells and Fuglede [3]. We denote by F .XG I �

H /

the class of continuous Sobolev maps

� WXG !MG

in W 1;2.XG ;MG I �/ which extend �H to G.
If � 2 F .XG I �

H / is such an extension and if x 2 XG is a manifold point in which the
weak differential D�x of � exists, let

kD�xk
2
� D

1

2

�
jD�xe1j

2
C jD�xe2j

2
�

be the Hilbert–Schmidt norm of the differential D�x , where ¹e1; e2º is a �-orthonormal basis
of TxX and the norms on the right are computed using the hyperbolic metric ofMG . Note that
kD�xk

2
� � Jac2 � jx with equality if and only if � is conformal at x.

The 2-energy or Dirichlet energy of � 2 F .XG I �
H / with respect to � is then defined as

(4.2) E.� I �/ D

Z
XG

kD�xk
2
� vol� :

If the metric � is understood from the context, we will write simply E.�/.
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158 Pankka and Souto, Free vs. locally free Kleinian groups

Lemma 4.3. With the same notation as above, let � be a Riemannian metric on XG .
There exists a (unique) minimizer � in F .XG I �

H / for the 2-energy with respect to �, that is,

E.� I �/ D inf
� 02F .XG I�H /

E.� 0I �/:

In [3] Eells and Fuglede present solutions to Dirichlet problems for maps between
Riemannian polyhedra in various contexts. We just mention the necessary modifications to
obtain Lemma 4.3.

In the proof of [3, Theorem 11.3] we may replace the space C .XG ;M�/ of contin-
uous maps extending a given map  WX .1/G !M� , defined on the 1-skeleton X .1/G , by our
space F .XG ;M�/. We obtain a Hölder continuous energy minimizer � 2 F .XG IM�/, which
extends �H . Furthermore, by the argument used in the proof of [3, Theorem 11.2], we have

��.�1.XG ;�// D G:

Note that, although [3, Theorems 11.2 and 11.3] are formally stated a priori only for compact
targets, the existence of minimizers holds also in our setting of non-compact hyperbolic man-
ifold targets because we are anchoring our maps with �H ; see [3, p. 211]. This concludes the
discussion of Lemma 4.3.

We prove that the minimizers provided by Lemma 4.3 satisfy the convexity property in
Proposition 4.1 – the point is that projections to convex sets reduce energy.

Lemma 4.4. With the same notation as in Lemma 4.3, let � WXG !MG be the mini-
mizer in F .XG I �

H / for the 2-energy with respect to �. If B �MG is a convex submanifold
of co-dimension 0, if K � XG n Y is a compact subcomplex with �.àK/ � B , and if � jK is
homotopic relative to àK to a map with values in B , then �.K/ � B .

Proof. Let OM !MG be the cover of MG with fundamental group �1.B/ and note
that B lifts homeomorphically to OM . Note also that the map � jK WK !MG lifts to a map
O� WK ! OM . Consider the convex-projection � W OM ! B , where � is the map determined by
d OM .x; �.x// D d OM .x; B/ for each x 2 OM ; recall that � strictly contracts distances in OM n B .
This last property implies that

(4.3) E.� ı O� jK/ � E. O� jK/

with equality if and only if O�.K/ � B . Now, the map � is homotopic to a map � 0 with

� 0jXGnK D � jXGnK

and such that � 0jK is equal to the composition of � ı O� jK with the projection OM !MG . Since
� is a minimizer of the energy, we deduce that E.� 0/ � E.�/. This implies that in (4.3) we
must have equality, which proves that O�.K/ � B . Hence �.K/ � B .

4.3. Proof of Proposition 4.1. We are now ready to prove Proposition 4.1. Let

� W XG !MG

be the map provided by Lemma 4.2 and note that, up to a small perturbation, we might assume
that � is a piecewise smooth immersion. Let � be the metric on XG obtained as the pull-back
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via � of the metric ofMG and let � 0 be the energy minimizer in F .XG I �
H /with respect to � as

provided by Lemma 4.3. We get from Lemma 4.4 that � 0 satisfies the second property claimed
in the statement of Proposition 4.1. In other words, it suffices to prove that it satisfies the area
bound. We will show that

(4.4) Area.� 0/ � E.� 0I �/ � Area.�/:

The first inequality in (4.4) follows from the pointwise relation Jac2.� 0/ � kD� 0k2� and the
co-area formula:

Area.� 0/ D
Z
� 0.XG/

j.� 0/�1.y/j dH2.y/

D

Z
XG

Jac2.� 0/ vol�

�

Z
XG

kD� 0k2� vol� D E.� 0I �/:

The second inequality follows from the observations that � is a competitor for the energy in
F .XG I �

H / and that � is conformal with respect to �, which means that the Jacobian and the
pointwise energy agree. Thus, by the co-area formula,

E.� 0I �/ � E.� I �/ D

Z
XG

kD�k2� vol�

D

Z
XG

Jac2.�/ vol�

D

Z
�.XG/

j��1.y/j dH2.y/ D Area.�/:

This concludes the proof.

4.4. A lemma about area. We finish this section by showing that, under the assumption
that H fills G, balls in the thick part of MG which are centered at �.XG/ contain a definite
amount of the image �.XG/.

Lemma 4.5. With the notation as in Proposition 4.1, let ı > 0 and x 2 XG be such that
injMG .�.x// � ı and dMG .�.x/; �.Y // > ı. If H fills G, then

H2.�.XG/ \ B.�.x/; ı;MG// �
ı2

4
:

In the statement, B.�.x/; ı;MG/ is the open metric ball about �.x/ of radius ı in MG .
Note that the assumption that H fills G implies that Lemma 2.3 applies to Y and X D XG .

Proof. For t 2 Œı=2; ı�, let �tx � �
�1.B.�.x/; ı;MG// be the connected component

containing x and let S tx D �
�1.à�tx/ be the boundary of �tx . Note that, for almost every

t 2 Œı=2; ı�, S tx is a collared locally separating graph in XG . By the co-area formula we have

H2.�.�ıx n�
ı=2
x // �

Z ı

ı=2

H1
�
�.�ıx n�

ı=2
x / \ àB.�.x/; t;MG/

�
dt

�

Z ı

ı=2

H1.�.S tx// dt:
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Thus there exists a set E � Œı=2; ı� of positive measure for which

H1.�.S tx// �
2

ı
H2.�.�ıx//

for each t 2 E. We may also assume that S tx is a collared locally separating graph for every
t 2 E. We fix a radius t 2 E.

Since �.�tx/ � B.x; t;MG/ � B.x; ı;MG/ and injMG .�.x// � ı, the image of

.� j�tx /�W�1.�
t
x/! �1.MG/

is trivial. Thus, by Lemma 2.3, S tx contains a connected subgraph OSt which bounds a con-
nected subcomplex O�t � XG with connected boundary satisfying �tx � O�t , Y \ O�t D ;,
and Œ�1. O�t /! �1.MG/� D 1.

Since
diam.�.S tx// � H1.�.S tx// �

2

ı
H2.�.�ıx//;

there exists a ball B �MG of diameter 2H2.�ıx/=ı containing �.S tx/. Since

�.à O�t / D �. OSt / � �.S tx/ � B;

we have
�.�tx/ � �.

O�t / � B

by Lemma 4.4. Thus

2

ı
H2.�.�ıx// D diamB � diam �.�tx/ � d.�.x/; �.S

t
x// D t �

ı

2

and the claim follows.

5. Proof of Proposition 3.1

In this section we prove Proposition 3.1, following an argument modeled on the proof
of Thurston’s bounded diameter lemma [2]. Life would be much easier if all manifolds in
question had injectivity radius uniformly bounded from below and we suggest the reader to
consider this case at first. To treat the general case we need to recall a few facts about the
thin-thick decomposition of hyperbolic manifolds.

The Margulis lemma [5] asserts that there is a constant � > 0, depending only on the
dimension n, with the property that the fundamental group �1.U / of a connected component U
of the �-thin part

M<�
D ¹x 2M W injM .x/ < �º

of any hyperbolic n-manifold M is virtually abelian. Moreover, the closure of U is compact
if and only if �1.U / is hyperbolic. We denote by M cusp<� the union of the unbounded com-
ponents of M<� and refer to it as the cuspidal part of M . The complements of the thin and
cuspidal parts

M�� DM nM<� and M cusp��
DM nM cusp<�

are respectively the thick and non-cuspidal parts of M – note that the cuspidal part if empty
if �1.M/ is purely hyperbolic. Up to diminishing � once and forever, we can assume that any
two components of the �-thin part are at least distance 1 from each other.
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Following Bonahon [2], we define the length relative toM<� of a path  W Œ0; 1�!M as
the length of the part of  contained in the thick partM��. The distance drelM<�.x; y/ relative
to M<� between points x and y in M is the minimal relative length of a path joining both
points. Note that if some point of a component of M<� is at distance less than L from x

relative to the thin part, then the whole component is at distance less than L relative to the
thin part. In particular, in the presence of cusps, the set of points which are distance at most L
relative to the thin part can be unbounded. On the other hand, if there are no cusps, then the
sets ¹drelM<�.x; � / � Lº are compact.

We return now to the concrete situation we are interested in. Notation is always as in (?),
meaning that we have a fixed torsion free subgroup � � IsomCHn with dimH .ƒ�/ < 1,
a fixed finitely generated subgroup H � � , a fixed, pointed, finite connected graph .Y;�/ and
a fixed �1-injective piecewise smooth embedding �H W .Y;�/! .M� ;�/ with

�H� .�1.Y;�// D H:

We will be interested in subgroups G of the fixed ambient group � , which is locally free
by Kulkarni’s theorem. In particular, virtually abelian subgroups of any such G are cyclic, im-
plying that components U of the thin part of MG D Hn=G are homeomorphic to S1 �Rn�1.

Up to reducing � once more if necessary, we can assume that the image of the mark-
ing map �H WY !M� is contained in the �-thick part of M� . Observe that this implies that
�H .Y / �M

��
G for every subgroup G � � containing H .

Lemma 5.1. With notation as in (?) there is a constant C > 0 with the following prop-
erty: If H � G � � is a finitely generated subgroup of � filled by H , and if � WXG !MG is
the extension of �H provided by Proposition 4.1, then

drelM<�
G
.�.x/; �.y// � C

for any two points x; y 2 XG .

Proof. Since � jY D �H and the latter lifts to the cover MH of MG , we have

diamMG .�.Y // � diamMH .�
H .Y //:

Thus the claim follows once we bound the relative distance between the images under � of the
endpoints �.0/ and �.1/ of paths �W Œ0; 1�! XG which stay at least at distance � from �.Y /.

Choose a maximal collection of points 0 D t0 < t1 < � � � < tk � 1 in the interval Œ0; 1�
with �.�.ti // 2M

��
G for all i and with

B.�.�.ti //; �;MG/ \ B.�.�.tj //; �;MG/ D ; for i ¤ j:

It then follows that each point �.�Œ0; 1�/ \M��G is within distance 2� of one of the points
�.�.t0//; : : : ; �.�.tk//, and this implies that

(5.1) drelM<�
G
.�.�.0//; �.�.1/// � 2�.k C 2/:

On the other hand, we get from Lemma 4.5 that

H2.�.XG/ \ B.�.�.ti //; �;MG// �
�2

4
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162 Pankka and Souto, Free vs. locally free Kleinian groups

for each i , meaning that

(5.2) Area.�/ �
kX
iD0

H2.�.XG/ \ B.�.�.ti //; �;MG// �
�2

4
.k C 1/:

Taking together (5.1) and (5.2) and recalling that, since � is provided by Proposition 4.1,
Area.�/ is bounded by a constant C0 independent of G, we get that

dMG .�.�.0//; �.�.1/// � 2�C
8

�
C0:

The claim follows.

We are now ready to prove Proposition 3.1.

Proposition 3.1. Let � � IsomC.Hn/ be as in Theorem 1.1, H � � a finitely gener-
ated non-elementary subgroup and � 2 Hn a base point. Then there is a constant d > 0 such
that each finitely generated intermediate subgroup H � G � � filled by H is generated by
elements g satisfying dHn.�; g�/ � d .

Proof. Suppose for the time being that � is purely hyperbolic. The case with parabolics
will be discussed below.

Let C > 0 be the constant provided by Lemma 5.1, suppose that G � � is a subgroup
filled by H , let � WXG !MG be the extension of �H provided by Proposition 4.1, and let
x 2 XG be an arbitrary point. By Lemma 5.1, the point �.x/ belongs to the set

¹z 2MG W drelM<�
G
.z;�/ � C º

of points at relative distance at most C from the point � D �.�/. This means in particular
that there is a path �W Œ0; 1�!MG with �.0/ D �, with �.1/ D �.x/ and which has at most
length C relative to the thin part M<�

G .
Since any two components of the �-thin part of MG are at distance at least 1 from each

other, it follows that � enters at most C C 1 distinct components of M<�
G . This means that the

actual distance in MG between the endpoints �.0/ D �.�/ D � and �.1/ D �.x/ is bounded
from above in terms of C and the diameter of the components of the thin part of MG traversed
by the path �.

Each one of the components of the thin part traversed by � projects under the cover
MG !M� into a component of the thin part of M� contained in the compact set

¹z 2M� W drelM<�
�
.z;�/ � C º

– compactness being a consequence of the assumption that � is purely hyperbolic. Com-
pactness of ¹z 2M� W drelM<�

�
.z;�/ � C º implies that there is a positive lower bound for

the length of closed geodesics contained therein. This implies that the lengths of the closed
geodesics in MG contained in ¹z 2MG W drelM<�

G
.z; �.�// � C º are bounded from below

by a positive constant independent of G. In turn, this implies that there is an upper bound
independent of G for the diameters of the components of the thin part M<�

G traversed by �.
Taking all this together, we have proved that the distance between �.x/ and � is bounded

independently of G. We record this fact.
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Fact 1. Suppose that � is purely hyperbolic. Then there is a constant D > 0 such that
for each intermediate group H � G � � filled by H one has

dMG .�.x/;�/ � D

for all x 2 XG . Here � WXG !MG is the extension of �H provided by Proposition 4.1.

Armed with this fact we can conclude the proof of Proposition 3.1 in the case that � is
purely hyperbolic. We use an argument similar to that in the proof of [4, Proposition 5.28].

Given any element g 2 G consider a path  W Œ0; 1�! QXG connecting � and g.�/; here
QXG is the universal cover of XG and G D �1.XG ;�/ acts on QXG by deck-transformations.

Consider the image of  under the lift Q� W QXG ! Hn of the extension � WXG !MG and choose
points 0 D t0 < t1 < � � � < tk D 1 such that

dMG . Q�..ti //; Q�..tiC1/// � 1

for all i . By Fact 1, each one of the points Q�..ti // can be joined to some element of the orbit
G� � Hn of the base point � by a path �i of length at most D. Now, setting

�i D Q� ı �jŒti�1;ti �

we have that the path Q� ı  is the concatenation of paths �1; : : : ; �k and hence homotopic
relative to its endpoints to the concatenation of �1, �1, ��11 , �2, �2, ��12 , �3; : : : ; �k�1, �k�1,
��1
k�1

and �k . We have thus the following factorization of g in G D �1.MG ;�/:

g D .�1�1/ � .�
�1
1 �2�2/ � .�

�1
2 �3�3/ � � � .�

�1
k�2�k�1�k�1/ � .�

�1
k�1�k/:

By construction each one of these elements in represented by a loop of length at most
d D 2D C 1. Since g was arbitrary, this concludes the proof of Proposition 3.1 in the case
that � is purely hyperbolic.

We discuss now the modifications needed to deal with the case that � has parabolic
elements. First we note that the proof of Fact 1 still applies as long as we do not allow ourselves
to travel through the cuspidal part of MG . More concretely we have:

Fact 2. There is a constant D > 0 such that for each intermediate group H � G � �
filled by H one has

dMG .�.x/;�/ � D

for every point x 2 XG for which there is a path �W Œ0; 1�! XG with �.0/ D �, �.1/ D x
and �.�.Œ0; 1�// �M cusp��

G . Here � WXG !MG is the extension of �H provided by Proposi-
tion 4.1.

Our next goal is to see that ��1.M cusp��
G / is connected. Taking intersections of �.XG/

with the boundary of the cuspidal components ofM<�
G we obtain from the Seifert–van Kampen

theorem a description of G D ��.�1.XG// as the fundamental group of an essential graph
of groups G whose edge groups are of the form ��.�1.Z// with Z a connected component
of ��1.àM cusp��

G / and whose vertex groups are of the form ��.�1.V //, where V � XG are
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164 Pankka and Souto, Free vs. locally free Kleinian groups

connected components of either ��1.M cusp<�
G / or ��1.M cusp��

G /. Note that the edge groups
as well as the vertex groups corresponding to components of ��1.M cusp<�

G / in G are parabolic
subgroups of G. On the other hand, the convexity properties of � imply that the vertex groups
corresponding to components Z of ��1.M cusp��

G / are non-elementary. Indeed, after possible
applying Lemma 2.3 several times, we obtain thatZ is contained in some subcomplex OZ � XG
with ��.�1.Z// D ��.�1. OZ// and such that à OZ consists of the homotopically essential com-
ponents of àZ. If the group ��.�1. OZ// were elementary, then OZ could be homotoped relative
to the boundary into a component of M cusp<�

G . By Proposition 4.1, we would then have that
�. OZ/ is contained in the cuspidal part of MG ; a contradiction.

Proving that ��1.M cusp��
G / is connected, amounts to proving that G has a single vertex

of the form ��.�1.V // with V a connected component of ��1.M cusp��
G / � XG :

Fact 3. The graph of groups G has only a single vertex of the form ��.�1.V // with V
connected component of ��1.M cusp��

G /.

Proof. Suppose ��.�1.V // and ��.�1.W // are vertex groups of G for two different
components V andW of ��1.M cusp��

G /, and suppose for the sake of concreteness that V �XG
is the component containing Y . The vertex groups ��.�1.V // and ��.�1.W // are finitely gen-
erated, non-elementary, and – being subgroups of � – their limit sets are Cantor sets. As
remarked after the statement of Kulkarni’s theorem in the introduction, ��.�1.W // splits as
a non-trivial free product relative to its parabolic subgroups. Any such splitting induces a free
splitting of �1.G / relative to all its vertex groups but ��.�1.W //, and in particular relative
to ��.�1.V //. Since H D ��.�1.Y // � ��.�1.V //, this contradicts the assumption that H
fills G.

Let from now on ��.�1.V // be the unique vertex group of G corresponding to a compo-
nent V of ��1.M cusp��

G /, note that �.V / has diameter (as a subset ofMG) bounded from above
independently of G by Fact 2. The same argument as in the proof of the purely hyperbolic case
shows that the vertex group OH D ��.�1.V // is generated by elements of length bounded by
some constant which does not depend on G. In particular, when G varies, OH may also change,
but only within a finite set of subgroups of � . Note that, since (1) G D �1.G / is obtained from
OH by amalgamating over parabolic subgroups, (2) OH has finitely many conjugacy classes of

parabolic subgroups, (3) each such subgroup has finite index in the corresponding maximal
parabolic subgroup in � , and (4) maximal parabolic subgroups are self-normalizing, there are
only finitely many choices for the group G for any given OH . Thus there are only finitely many
choices forG altogether. The uniform upper bound for the lengths of generators ofG follows –
we leave the details to the reader. This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.1.

6. Locally free group having a relatively small limit set

In this section we prove Theorem 1.2:

Theorem 1.2. For each " > 0 there is a discrete, purely hyperbolic subgroup � of
IsomC.H3/ which is not free but whose limit set ƒ� is a Cantor set with Hausdorff dimen-
sion dimH .ƒ�/ � 1C ".
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Let r0 > 0 be a large constant to be fixed later, r > r0, and let Sr be a compact hyperbolic
surface for which

(a) àSr consists of a single geodesic of length 1 and has a tubular neighborhood of width at
least r , and

(b) Sr contains a non-separating simple closed geodesic  of length 1 and which again has
a tubular neighborhood of width at least r .



Figure 1. Surface Sr .

The fundamental group of Sr is free and we choose a standard free basis

�1.Sr ;�/ D h1; : : : ; 2g j �i

with 1 D  , where � 2  is a fixed base point. Note that the boundary àSr is (freely) homo-
topic to

Qg
iD1Œ2i�1; 2i �, and that for r large the area of Sr is also large, meaning that the

genus g is also large.
Let now Yr be the 2-complex obtained from Sr by gluing isometrically àSr onto the

geodesic  , and endow Yr with the largest path metric with respect to which the quotient map
Sr ! Yr preserves lengths of paths. The fundamental group �1.Yr/ of Yr is an HNN-extension
of �1.Sr/, i.e. it has a presentation

(6.1) �1.Yr ;�/ D

*
1; : : : ; 2g ; �

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ 1 D �

 
gY
iD1

Œ2i�1; 2i �

!
��1

+
;

where � is the stable letter and the base point � 2 Yr is the image of the base point of Sr under
the quotient map Sr ! Yr .

The universal cover QYr of Yr consists of isometrically embedded copies of the universal
cover QSr of Sr glued along geodesic curves; we refer to these copies as strata. Choose also
a lift Q� of the base point � 2 Yr and let QS0r be the stratum which contains Q� in its interior. In
other words, QS0r is the image of the map QSr ! QYr which covers the quotient map Sr ! Yr and
maps a lift of � 2 Sr to the lift Q� 2 QYr .

The universal cover QSr admits a unique (up to isometry) embedding into the hyperbolic
plane H2. Choose a copy of H2 in H3 and note that the induced isometric embedding

Q�r W QS
0
r ! H2

� H3

is equivariant under some discrete Fuchsian representation

�0r W�1.Sr/! IsomC.H2/ � IsomC.H3/:
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We extend �0r to a representation

�r W�1.Yr/! IsomC.H3/

by choosing �r.�/ to be one of the elements in IsomC.H3/ mapping the axis of �0r .1/ to the
axis of �0r .

Qg
iD1Œ2i�1; 2i �/ in such a way that �.H2/ meets H2 orthogonally; here � is as

in (6.1).
The isometric embedding Q�r W QS0r ! H3 extends now uniquely to a �r -equivariant map

Q�r W QYr ! H3;

which preserves lengths of paths and hence is 1-Lipschitz. More concretely, the image under
Q�r of a geodesic in QYr is a piecewise geodesic path consisting of geodesics segments of
length at least 2r and meeting with angles at least 90ı. Thus, given " > 0 small, there are
constants r0 > 0 and C > 0 so that for r � r0 the image of a geodesic t 7! �.t/ in QYr is
a .1C "; C /-quasi-geodesic in H3, that is,

1

1C "
d QYr

.�.s/; �.t// � C � dH3. Q�r.�.s//; Q�r.�.t///

� .1C "/d QYr
.�.s/; �.t//C C

for t; s 2 R. We summarize these observations as follows:

Lemma 6.1. For each " > 0 there are constants r0 > 0 andC > 0 such that the �r -equi-
variant map Q�r W QYr ! H3 is a .1C "; C /-quasi-isometry for all r � r0.

This lemma implies in particular that the representation �r is discrete and faithful with
convex-cocompact image for r � r0. In particular, �r.�1.Yr// is purely hyperbolic. We show
next that its limit setƒ�r D ƒ�r .�1.Yr // has relatively small Hausdorff dimension dimH .ƒ�r /.

Since the representation �r is convex-cocompact, the Hausdorff dimension ofƒ�r equals
the critical exponent ı�r of the image of �r . Since Q�r is a .1 C "; C /-quasi-isometry, we can
bound the critical exponent of �r.�1.Yr// by the critical exponent of the action �1.Yr/ Õ QYr
times 1C ". Since the action �1.Yr/ Õ QYr is cocompact, its critical exponent coincides with
the volume growth entropy

h.Yr/ WD lim sup
R!1

ln vol.B.z;R; QYr//
R

of Yr . Here B.z;R; QYr/ is the ball of radius R centered at some fixed by otherwise arbitrary
point z 2 QYr and vol.B.z;R; QYr// is its area; for the sake of concreteness suppose that z is
a manifold point contained in the stratum QS0r .

By combining these observations, we have

(6.2) dimH .ƒ�r / � .1C "/h.Yr/

for all r � r0 and it suffices to estimate the volume growth entropy h.Yr/ from above.
Note that each stratum, and hence QYr , is tessellated by copies of the universal cover

of Sr n  . The embedding Q�r W QS0r ! H2 extends to a map

� W QYr ! H2
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with the following properties:1)

(a) � preserves the lengths of paths and maps geodesic rays based at z to geodesic rays
in H2, and

(b) the restriction of � to each copy of the universal cover of Sr n  in QYr is an isometric
embedding.

The preimage under � of a geodesic segment Œ�.z/; a� in H2 is a (possibly degenerate)
tree with trivalent branching corresponding to the branching of QYr . Points in the preimage
��1.a/ of a are leaves of the tree ��1.Œ�.z/; a�/. Since the distance along the tree between
any two branching points is at least 2r , we can the bound (generously) the number of leaves,
and hence the cardinality of ��1.a/ by

(6.3) j��1.a/j � 21C
d.�.z/;a/

2r :

Taking into account that

�.B.z;R; QYr// D B.�.z/; R;H
2/ and ��1.B.�.z/; R;H2// D B.z;R; QYr/

we obtain

vol.B.z;R; QYr// D
Z
B.�.z/;R;H2/

j��1.a/j volH2.a/ � 2�

Z R

0

21C
t
2r sinh.t/ dt:

This implies immediately that

(6.4) h.Yr/ � 1C
ln 2
2r
:

Taking together (6.2) and (6.4) we deduce:

Lemma 6.2. For each " > 0 there is r0 > 0 with

dimH .ƒ�r .�1.Yr /// � 1C "

for all r � r0.

The limit set of the group �r.�1.Yr// has small Hausdorff dimension but is connected,
and hence does not, by itself, prove Theorem 1.2. We find our desired group � as a subgroup of
�r.�1.Yr//. Starting with the construction of our subgroup, we note that, by the presentation
(6.1) of �1.Yr/, there exists a homomorphism � W�1.Yr/! Z satisfying � 7! 1 and i 7! 0

for each i D 1; : : : ; 2g.
Let QYr be the universal cover of Yr and OYr D QYr=Ker.�/ the cover corresponding to the

kernel of � . By construction, the group Z acts on OYr with OYr=Z D Yr . In fact, the quotient map
Sr ! Yr lifts to an embedding Sr ,! OYr whose image we denote by S0r . For k 2 Z, let Skr be
the translate of S0r under the action Z Õ OYr . Then

OYr D
[
k2Z

Skr

1) One could compare the map � to the projection of a building to an apartment.
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and any two consecutive ones Skr and SkC1r intersect on the curve corresponding to the bound-
ary of SkC1r , that is,

SkC1r \ Skr D àS
kC1
r :

We consider the complex
Xr D

[
k�0

Skr

consisting of the positive orbit of Sr . Noting that the inclusion Xr ,! OYr is �1-injective, we
identify �1.Xr/with its image in �1. OYr/ � �1.Yr/. Let �r D �r.�1.Xr// be the image of this
subgroup under the representation �r .

S4r

S3r

S2r

S1r

S0r

S�1r

Figure 2. The branching surface OYr near S0r ; Xr in blue.

The universal cover QXr ofXr is convex subset of the locally compact CAT(�1) space QYr ,
and hence a locally compact CAT(�1) space itself. To understand the structure of its Gromov
boundary à1 QXr , consider two points �; � 2 à1 QXr and a geodesic gWR! QXr with � D g.1/
and � D g.�1/. Suppose for the sake of concreteness that g.R/ intersects the manifold part of
the base stratum QS0r in a compact set. This means that the geodesic g.R/ enters QS0r through a lift
Q1 of 1 and leaves through another one Q 01. Both geodesics Q1 and Q 01 separate (individually)
the space QXr and can be separated by a compact set K � QS0r ; see Figure 3. This proves that
the limit points � D g.1/ and � D g.�1/ belong to different connected components of the
boundary à1 QXr of QXr . A similar argument applies to all geodesics in QXr , meaning that the
Gromov boundary à1 QXr is totally disconnected. Since à1 QXr is also perfect, it is a Cantor set.
We leave the details to the reader.

g

K

Figure 3. The geodesic g (in red) entering and leaving the stratum QS0r (in blue). The segment K is
an example of a desired compact set.
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Returning now to our previous setting, note that the boundary map à1 Q� of the �-equi-
variant quasi-isometry Q� maps the Cantor set à1 QXr into some �r -invariant Cantor set

à1 Q�.à1 QXr/ � à1H3:

We deduce that à1 Q�.à1 QXr/ contains the limit set ƒ�r of �r D �r.�1.Xr//.

Lemma 6.3. The limit set ƒ�r is a Cantor set.

Since, by construction, �r is a subgroup of the convex-cocompact subgroup �r.�1.Yr//,
it is purely hyperbolic. In particular, we obtain from Lemma 6.3 and Kulkarni’s theorem that
�r is locally free. We claim that it is not free.

Lemma 6.4. The group �r is not free.

Proof. Since �r is infinitely generated, it suffices to show that the element àS0r 2 �r
does not belong to any proper free factor of �r . To see that this is the case, suppose that
�r D A � A

0 is a free splitting with àS0r 2 A. Note first that, since àS0r is connected, there
is no free splitting of �1.S0r / relative to the boundary. Thus �1.S0r / � A. Furthermore, since
àS1r 2 �1.S0r / � A, the same argument shows also that �1.S1r / � A, that is,

�1.S
0
r [ S

1
r / D �1.S

0
r / ��1.àS1r / �1.S

1
r / � A:

Now, iterating the same argument, we obtain

�1

 
m[
kD0

Skr

!
� A

for all m � 1. Thus �r � A, as we needed to prove.

At this point we have all ingredients needed to finalize the proof of Theorem 1.2.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. For given " > 0, let r0 > 0 be as in Lemma 6.2 and fix r � r0.
Then, by the said lemma, the limit set of the convex cocompact group �r.�1.Yr// has Hausdorff
dimension less than 1C ". In particular, the subgroup �r � �r.�1.Yr// is discrete, purely
hyperbolic and satisfies

dimH .ƒ�r / � 1C ":

On the other hand, ƒ�r is a Cantor set by Lemma 6.3 and �r is not free by Lemma 6.4.

The construction we just gave is very flexible. For example, the surfaces Sr can be chosen
so that the injectivity radius is bounded from below by 1, which implies that the injectivity
radius of H3=�r is also uniformly bounded from below by 1 for large r . We could have also
chosen to the fix the topological type of the surfaces Sr by considering hyperbolic metrics on
them for which the boundary àSr and curve  become short when r is large. Note that in this
case the groups �r would have been isomorphic to each other. With small modifications one
could also obtain discrete torsion free perfect subgroups � of IsomC.Hn/ whose limit sets are
Cantor sets of Hausdorff dimension less than 2; recall that a group is perfect if its abelianization
is trivial. However, we do not know how to construct such a group � with ƒ� of Hausdorff
dimension close to 1.
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170 Pankka and Souto, Free vs. locally free Kleinian groups

Question. Is there an " > 0 such that every perfect torsion free discrete subgroup of
IsomC.Hn/ satisfies dimH .ƒ�/ � 1C "?

The answer is positive for � � IsomC.H3/ finitely generated, since any such group is
either cocompact or has positive first Betti number, and in the former case one has that its
limit set ƒ� is the whole boundary at infinity à1H3 D S2, meaning that it has Hausdorff
dimension 2.
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